
Icarus and Daedalus

1. Proper Noun

2. Noun

3. Noun

4. Verb

5. Adjective

6. Noun - Plural

7. Noun

8. Verb

9. Noun - Plural

10. Noun

11. Noun

12. Verb - Past Tense

13. Noun

14. Verb - Past Participle

15. Noun - Plural

16. Verb

17. Noun

18. Noun

19. Verb

20. Noun

21. Verb - Past Participle
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Icarus and Daedalus

The people of Crete begged their ruler, King Minos, to order that the Proper Noun be killed, but the King

decided against this. He enlisted the help of Daedalus, a talented Noun , inventor and Noun ,

and asked him to Verb a labyrinth - a maze of passages that would be so complex that it would be

virtually Adjective for anyone (or anything) to ever find a way out. Daedalus did as King Minos

requested and then, following the King's Noun - Plural , he attracted the Minotaur into the labyrinth by

leaving a huge pile of fresh Noun in its center. It would take some time, days, and weeks even, but he

would Verb a pair of Noun - Plural for his Noun Icarus and himself - exactly the same

as the wings of a Noun but on a much larger scale. He worked carefully to build the wings, studying the

exact angle and shape of the seagulls and examining how the birds Verb - Past Tense . "With these wings

you will fly like a Noun ," Daedalus told Icarus, "but be careful," he shuffled impatiently as his father

Verb - Past Participle the wings to his arms, and then helped his father to position his own Noun - 

Plural . Icarus was so excited to Verb that he had totally forgotten about what his Noun had

told him. Unfortunately, Icarus got too close to the Noun and his wings began to Verb . Icarus

had fallen into the Noun and sadly Verb - Past Participle .
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